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(USU)+ from+ 1993–2004+ between+ 45+ and+
90+ km.+ + The+ lidar+ consisted+ of+ a+ 0.44$m+
diameter+ mirror,+ a+ frequency$doubled+
Nd:YAG+laser+opera'ng+at+532$nm+at+30$
Hz+ at+ either+ 18$+ or+ 24$W,+ giving+ power$
aperture+ products+ (PAPs)+ of+ 2.7$+ or+ 3.6$
Wm2,+ respec'vely,+ and+ one+ detector+
channel.+ + An+ example+ of+ what+ was+
accomplished+with+ this+ system+ is+ shown+
as+ part+ of+ Fig.+ 1.+ + The+ temperature+
climatology+was+based+on+~5000+hours+of+
observa'ons+ carried+ out+ over+ ~900+
nights.+ + The+ temperatures,+ with+ 3$km+




upgraded,+ as+ indicated+ in+ Fig.+ 1,+ to+
extend+ observa'ons+ upward+ into+ the+
lower+ thermosphere+ and+ downward+ to+
the+lower+stratosphere.+
Figure% 1.% % The% original% lidar% observed%
Ray le i gh% s caGer% th roughout% the%
mesosphere.%%The%upgraded%lidar%has%so%far%
extended% that% capability% up% to% ~110% km%
and%will%extend%it%to%at%least%120%km.%%It%will%

























Figure% 2.% % Schema7c% block% diagram% of% the% upgraded% Rayleigh% lidar% system.% The% highO
al7tude%Rayleigh%detector%channel%%is%%the%%only%%one%%installed%%for%%these%%ini7al%%observa7ons.%%
where+ the+ four+ signals+ are+ combined+ and+ detected.+ + The+ lidar+
observatory+was+made+ big+ enough+ that+ the+ telescope+ can+ be+ 'lted+ in+
zenith+ angle+ from+ 0°+ to+ 45°.+ + (An+ unexpected+ good+ by+ product+ of+ the+


















































upgraded+ system.+ + The+data+were+ reduced+ to+ temperatures,+ using+ the+
usual+Rayleigh+assump'ons,+from+75+km+to+a+maximum+of+109+km.+ +The+
minimum+ al'tude+ was+ determined+ by+ using+ just+ one+ detector.+ + The+





3$km+ al'tude+ resolu'on.+ + The+ uncertain'es+ derived+ from+ Poisson+
sta's'cs+are+less+than+1+K+at+75+km+and+~12+K+at+the+top+al'tude.+ +The+
thicker+ dashed+ profiles+ represent+ a+mul'$night+ average+ of+ these+ 2012+


































spread+ becomes+ much+ greater.+ + The+ nights+ with+ the+ lowest+

















very+ accurate+ at+ 90+ km.+ + The+ ini'al+ temperatures+ for+ the+ ALO+
climatology+are+based+on+the+CSU+Na+climatology,+which+are+believed+to+
be+accurate.+ +Factors+being+ inves'gated+ include+spa'al+differences+on+
the+ two+ sides+ of+ the+ Rockies,+ something+ affec'ng+ the+ Rayleigh+
temperatures,+and/or+something+affec'ng+the+Na+temperatures.+
Figure% 4.% % Two% green% beams% passing% straight% through%
the% telescope% cage.% % (The% turning% mirrors% are% not%
needed% for% ver7cal% opera7on.)% % [Photo% courtesy% of%
Thomas%%Amely.]%%%%
